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Using genetically variant enzymes as markers, it is
possible to study allelic and nonallelic gene interac-
tions during development and in populations in efforts
to determine the evolutionary significance of enzyme
multiplicity in metabolism. Once well-defined genet-
ically and biochemically, such gene-enzyme systems
could serve as useful models to investigate gene stoic-
ture and function at a more molecular and mecha-
nistic level. (The SC!
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indicates that this paper has

been cited in over 350 publications.j
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The premise of the research reported in this

paper was that multiple molecular forms of
enzymes (isozymes), if properly and rigorously
studied, could serve as excellent and effective
“built-in” biological markers to explore a
variety of pertinent questions in genetics, bio-
chemistry, physiology, and evolution. It point-
ed out that the accessibility and ease of uti-
lizing the then-new techniques of gel electro-
phoresis and zymogram analyses could lead
to rapid results, interpretations, and occasion-
ally to some erroneous conclusions. The paper
stressed the need, utilizing specific experimen-
tal data, to genetically and biochemically
examine the nature of enzyme multiplicity in
depth, employing not one, but all, available
techniques before reaching conclusions. Exper-
imental data were presented to indicate the
utility of isozymes us studies of gene regula-
tion and expressionduring development, tissue
and temporal specificity of gene expression,
enzyme structure and function, intracellular
comparimentalization, evolution, and popu-
lation biology. I attempted to synthesize from
existing knowledge a path toward future re-
search in the field.

The invitation to write this paper came from
the editor of the journal Biochemical Genetics
with the request that I summarize primarily
results from myown laboratory as paradigms
for the utility of isozymes ira resolving basic
biological questions. I had recently been in-
vited to join the faculty of the new Atomic
Energy Commission (now Department of En-

ergy) Plant Research Laboratory at Michigan
State University to continue my studies begun
at the University of Hawaii in 1962. It was a
very exciting time, and I was having fun at the
bench. Nevertheless, I was convinced that this
paper could be useful to colleagues entering
the field and might encourage others to do so,
as well as serve the needs of active investiga-
tors in the area. The first draft was written
while I was a visiting professor of genetics at
the University of California-Davis. Numerous
colleagues who read it suggested that I include
some of the basic experimental methods we
had developed or refined for our studies, since
other investigators would find them useful.
Based on the numerous requests I was receiv-
ing on methodology, I too was convinced of
this need; in consultation with the editor it was
decided to include some of the methods as an
appendix.

The frequency of citation of this paper is
likely due to the simplicity and directness of
the results presented and the fact that they
have stood the test oftime. To this date, I still
receive requests for this paper. In addition, the
appearance of this paper was timely. When I
was invited to write it, I saw an opportunity
to bring a number of developing trends into
focus in a way that might be meaningful to the
future development of the field. It is interesting
to note that several of the systems discussed
in this paper have been developed to the point
where the genes have now been isolated and
sequenced for purposes of further defining
their structure and function by recombinant
DNA techniques.”2

It is difficult to pinpoint the exact reason for
its accumulation of citations. Over the years,
I have been told by colleagues that this paper
helped to spark the development of plant bio-
chemical and developmental genetics and
fostered the effective use of isozymes in a great
variety of plant biology studies. For my part,
I feel privileged to have had the chance to par-
ticipate in, and toglimpse the renaissance of,
plant biologyand molecular genetics. This pa-
per was my integrative and interpretive record-
ing of these early but continuingevents. I am
indeed happy to have authored a second Ci-
tation Classic (see reference 3 for my first) and
hope it will continue to serve a useful purpose.
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